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AY started with a bang for

our partnerships, with one of

our older horses hitting the

target at the beginning of the month.

Kingsley Park 6’s Ravenhoe, pictured

right, has been a busy boy this year. The

four-year-old Bahamian Bounty gelding

ran 10 times between the turn of the

year and the end of April, finishing

second twice and third twice.

Deservedly, he chalked up his first

win of the year, and his fifth career

success overall, at Pontefract on May 3.

Nine runners went to post for a mile

handicap on the West Yorkshire course.

Ravenhoe, fresh from a decent effort at

Leicester over a mile and a quarter, was

drawn in stall 1 for Franny Norton.

Celtic Artisan made the early pace,

tracked by Ravenhoe with Tellovoi

racing on his outer. Hugging the fence,

Ravenhoe was travelling strongly as the

field approached the closing stages, but

so too were Celtic Artisan and the

challenging Tellovoi. Just as Ravenhoe

was poised to challenge between horses,

Celtic Artisan drifted a little to his right.

Immediately, Franny Norton switched

Ravenhoe to the left and asked the

gelding to deliver his run on the inner.

Ravenhoe needed no second

invitation, and, seemingly suited by the

drop back to one mile, surged through

to score by a length from Tellovoi with

Celtic Artisan half a length back in

third.

The gelding seems to be thriving on

his busy schedule and winning jockey

Franny Norton was adamant that he

didn’t have a particularly hard race

here.

The other excitement for KP6

partners this month was provided by

their Excelebration filly, Villa Tora, who

made her racecourse debut at Beverley

on May 1. Ridden by Joe Fanning, Villa

Tora showed plenty of early pace and

was prominent on the outside of her

field for a long way. Despite showing

signs of greenness, she kept on well to

dead heat for fourth place behind

Havana Star.

P7 – Ready To Run does what it says on the tin.

Partners are assured that they will have regular

runners in their colours, and no MJR partnership horse

embodies that spirit more than the remarkable Sennockian

Star. The evergreen seven-year-old thrives on his racing

and continues to compete at a very good level.

In May, he ran twice, firstly carrying top weight in

Hamilton’s Buttonhook Handicap, and secondly in a Class

2 handicap at Chester’s prestigious May meeting. Things

didn’t go his way in either race, but at Chester he ran off a

mark of 93, which in itself is remarkable given that in

Sennockian Star soldiers on!

M

She then put her Beverley experience

to good use at Newmarket on May 20.

Facing six rivals in a fillies’ novice

event over six furlongs, she was quickly

away for Joe Fanning, allowing Joe to

cross over to the stands’ rail. She

continued to make a determined effort

to make every post a winning one, and

at the furlong pole she was still a length

clear of her field.

Tiring a little in the closing stages,

October of last year he was rated just 81.

His Chester run was his 90th career start and we look

forward to him reaching the ton during this term.

The new recruit to KP7, Pennington, made his debut at

Bath on May 26. Luke Morris reported that the trip of 10

furlongs seemed fine but that the gelding was ill at ease on

the firm ground. He also recommended the fitting of

headgear.

Entries are being made for Gold Merlion, the four-year-old

filly by Alhaarth leased to KP7 by MJR, so we hope she will

be out representing the partnership soon.
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Ravenhoe romps home
for the KP6 partners
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INGLEY PARK 5’s

Teofonic made her

seasonal debut in Listed

company at Newmarket on May 7

when joining stable companion Miss

Infinity in the Pretty Polly Stakes

over a mile and a quarter.

The Teofilo filly performed with

huge credit. As Miss Infinity set the

pace under Ryan Moore, Franny

Norton settled Teofonic racing in

second towards the stands’ rail. As

K

she was overtaken by the eventual

winner Tajaanus with around 50 yards

to travel, and just shaded into third by

Queen Penn in the dying strides of the

race.

This was a fantastic effort by a

speedy filly and the partners will be

looking forward with keen anticipation

to her next run.

Incidentally, KP6 is now fully

subscribed!

Teofonic and Franny Norton

the pace increased with three

furlongs to run, she was outpaced

and dropped to last, but far from

being beaten she kept on well and

began staying on strongly to finish

fifth, beaten a total of four and a half

lengths. Miss Infinity finished fourth

after another great effort. 

After the race, Franny reported

that Teofonic perhaps now wants

further than this 10 furlongs.

Certainly her dam, the Zafonic mare

Dusty Answer, was just short-headed

over Ascot’s stiff mile in Listed

company and her half-sister, Short

Shrift (by Nayef), won over a mile

and a half. 

Simon Smith, one of the KP5

partners, was delighted by

Teofonic’s performance, and when

he received a message from the

stable the following morning to

confirm that the filly was fine after

her exertions, he sent the following

reply:

“Dear All, Great to hear that

Teofonic came out of the race well.

Just wanted to say what a great

experience it was to see Teofonic

compete at Newmarket yesterday in

such a race and, like Charlie said

afterwards, ‘to finish so well against

some highly rated prospects.’ 

“With La Casa Tarifa and

Celestation also competing so well

already this season, we are really

enjoying being part of such a

promising and amazing partnership.

Let’s make the most of the second

year! 

“Well done, and thanks to all at

MJR, Simon.”

We’re delighted that the partners

are enjoying their ownership

experience so much and have no

doubt that the three fillies will

continue to provide much fun as the

year progresses!Sennockian Star
(Hope Willis up)


